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Abstract—Cyber-attacks have become one of the world's most serious issues. Every day, they wreak serious financial harm to governments and people. As cyber-attacks become more common, so does cyber-crime. Identifying cyber-crime perpetrators and understanding attack tactics are critical in the battle against crime and criminals. Cyber-attack detection and prevention are difficult undertakings. Researchers have lately developed security models and made forecasts using artificial intelligence technologies to solve these concerns. In the literature, the authors explained numerous ways of predicting crime. They, on the other hand, have a problem forecasting cyber-crime and cyber-attack strategies. Here, in this paper author proposed a digital forensic investigation procedure that deals with cybercrime. In this investigation, the process author explains digital forensics techniques for ensuring that digital evidence is located, collected, preserved, evaluated, and reported in such a way that the evidence's integrity is preserved. These sequential digital forensic stages affect a standard and accepted digital forensic investigation procedure, and each phase is influenced by sequential occurrences, with each event relying on tasks. Digital forensics investigation is a technique for ensuring that digital evidence is handled in such a way that the evidence's integrity is preserved. Sequential digital forensic stages affect a standard and accepted digital forensic investigation procedure, and each phase is influenced by sequential occurrences, with each event relying on tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information security has given users complete control over data by specifying who has access to it, who can govern it, and who may receive it [1]. People's lifestyles are changing as a result of technological advancements. For example, nowadays most people prefer online payment to traditional payment, access to social media, medical consultation through phone or video chat, online schooling, and so on. As technology advances and new services become available, the number of internet users grows, and an exponential increase in information causes its use, as well as misuse, resulting in cyber-attacks and cyber-crime. Cyber-attacks have an impact on the economic systems of our countries. According to research by Mahindra SSG and ASSOCHAM, cybercrime costs India around 24,630 crores per year [2]. Attacks have become more complex as a result of technological advancements, and defending oneself is no longer as simple as installing anti-virus software.

The general concept of evidence preservation in the chain of custody has remained the same but the original process of investigation may vary. The preparation, examination, identification, collection, analysis, validation, acquisition, documentation, and forensic reporting of digital evidence in a court of law, is known as the digital forensics investigation process. The process of interpreting and imaging digital evidence from various electronic devices using scientifically sound and validated methodologies is an indestructible part of digital forensic investigation. Digital forensics is a rapidly growing field that uses a variety of analysis tools and computer investigative approaches to locate relevant legal evidence and hints [3]. In general, digital forensics is a process that involves not only retrieving information about a reported incident but also properly processing that information so that experts can obtain all relevant clues and evidence, which can then be used to pursue your legal interests against someone or in any other situation. Finding evidence, keeping it, accurately documenting it, and presenting it in a court of law are all part of the digital forensic process. Although, because this is not a simple process, it might often take years to solve the issue. Furthermore, complex systems are making it harder to hit these days. We now have a complex methodology and enhanced technologies and techniques to determine if any pieces of evidence are present or not. We now have a complicated methodology, as well as new technologies and techniques, to determine whether a criminal case has occurred and a huge amount of money is spent to solve the case [2].

Cyber-attacks and cyber-crimes are a serious worry for large countries such as the US and the UK, which have developed a number of security solutions to combat them [4]. All countries are seeking to secure and adapt to cyberspace security [5]. The security of critical infrastructure must be a top priority for countries [6]. In the year 2020, information taken from the Airbus Company's information system was sold on the dark web. Millions of people's medical information has been stolen, and several communities have declared a state of emergency as a result [7]. With each passing day, the workforce grows insufficient in combating cyber-attacks, necessitating the search for new alternatives. Machine-learning approaches are being used by researchers to detect power outages caused by cyber-attacks [8] and to prevent the Internet of Things vulnerabilities [9]. Other applications include detecting spam and network attacks [10], detecting phishing attempts against banks [11], and increasing sexual crimes on social media [12] Stock prediction [13], risk mapping [14], and
cyber profiling [15] are some of the sectors where these technologies have been used. Implementation areas include predicting crime trends and patterns [16], criminal identity detection [17], and crime prevention [18].

The authors suggest a framework called "Crime Detection and Diminution in Digital Forensics (CD3F)" in this study. The goal of this research article is to create a framework that connects the stable and sequential aspects of the digital forensic investigation process. With the many operations of the investigation workflow comprising physical and investigative duties and judgments. The Digital forensic framework's intended role is to enable effective, focused, and fast risk identification and management. This CD3F framework contains and outlines eight major workflow stages, as well as the procedures and duties that each stage entails. The article is organized as follows: some of the current digital forensic investigation process models proposed by the researchers are elaborated on and discussed, followed by an explanation of why the digital forensic workflow should be mapped. The following section is about "Phases involved in proposed framework and explanation" and gives an overview of the framework, including all eight stages that the author proposes. "The suggested digital forensic guiding framework specifics" is the topic of the study's next session which focused on the CD3F framework workflow stages: forensic request, preparation, examination, identification, collection, analysis, acquisition, and forensic reporting. The discussion and critical evaluation of the proposed framework are covered in greater depth in the paper. The text is then concluded with some notes about the study's significance and the last half of this research article.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A description of all previously developed cyber forensics investigation frameworks that the authors investigated before developing the proposed framework is not possible due to space limits. Although some of the reviewed frameworks are described in this work, it should not be considered that the suggested model is based on them. In 2001 [19] authors proposed a framework where they have covered preparation, identification, permission, and communication were the four phases of the initial introduction model DFRWS. This paradigm was expanded into the SRDFIM framework, which includes additional steps such as scene securing, screening, scene documenting, evidence gathering, communication shielding, screening, preservation, analysis, and presentation [20]. The FaaS Framework 2014 is based on the IDPFM framework [21], which begins with the collecting and authentication stages. Evidence acquired throughout the investigation will be stored in central storage, followed by the inspection phase in this suggested architecture. The analysis phase will be conducted with current analysis tools, with the results being kept in a centralized database.

The DFRWS Investigation Model is used by the FBI. A fog IoT forensic framework (FOBI) is a network model that performs important operations such as data filtering and aggregation [22, 23]. Storage and processing resources are located at the network edge in this paradigm [24]. Fog protects data sent to IoT devices while also filtering traffic data. As a result, this architecture provides a number of benefits to IoT devices, including reduced network latency, faster and smarter responsiveness, more scalability, and greater security and privacy. Early detection of a cyber-threat or cyber-attack. It can be used to discover problematic IoT devices by including a fog layer in the framework [22] [25]. Frameworks for research must also be adjusted as a result of technological advancements. As the author mentioned above, some frameworks are presented to combat crime using the most up-to-date technologies and techniques. With some rising issues, law agenesis is required for a framework that can combat crime and track down criminals' tracks. Cloud computing is a new level of networking since it offers limitless processing capacity and storage, which poses security concerns [20]. Cyber-attacks such as distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks that deliver harmful packets [26] and phishing attempts that trick users on banking and shopping sites have increased dramatically. Furthermore, attackers are increasingly deploying malicious attack software (viruses, worms, trojans, spyware, and ransomware) that is installed on a user's computer without their knowledge or agreement [28]. Social engineering attacks are, once again, the most widespread of these attacks and one of the most difficult to counter. They are based on technical expertise, ingenuity, and persuasion, and are carried out by exploiting the victim's weakness. Kevin Mitnick, a well-known hacker who specializes in social engineering attacks, was able to break into most of the computers he targeted using this method [29].

This attack is mentioned as one of the main security vulnerabilities in the system by Breda, Barbosa, and Morais [30], regardless of how secure a technical system is. Similarly, assaults on IoT devices, which have expanded dramatically in recent years, have a significant impact on society. For security reasons, assaults and threats to the IoT structure should be understood [31]. As described in this paper, studies performed to analyze and combat cyber-attacks highlight the importance of crime prediction. Many jurisdictions' legal frameworks characterize the attacks listed above as banned criminal offenses. The task of combating crime and criminals is delegated to law enforcement agencies. Researchers provide numerous analysis and prediction approaches to the institutions undertaking the research. Many studies, for example, have used big data [32] and machine-learning [18] methods to analyze crimes. With artificial intelligence models, they have contributed to crime and crime-fighting institutions. Identifying the regions where crime can be perpetrated and the story behind it [33], predicting crime using spatial, temporal, and demographic data [34], and assessing crime using literacy, unemployment, and development index data [35] are just a few examples. A time series of crime data from San Francisco, Chicago, and Philadelphia was utilized to forecast crimes in the year's ahead. K-nearest neighbors (KNN) and Naive Bayes (NB) classification models performed worse than Decision Trees (DT) [36]. Using the KNN and DTs, a crime prediction was made with an accuracy of 39 to 44 percent [38]. The location, kind, date, time, latitude, and longitude of crimes committed in the United States were used as input. The results of crime predictions using KNN Classification, Logistic Regression (LR), DTs, Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Bayesian approaches showed that the
KNN classification was the most accurate at 78.9% [37]. Thirty-nine distinct categories of crime statistics from San Francisco were used in the study. A model splitting crimes into two types, blue/white-collar crime and violent/non-violent crime, was built using Gradient Boosted Trees and SVMs. The categorization of blue-white collar offenses was done with great precision.

The study, however, did not produce significant results in terms of classifying violent and non-violent crimes [39]. The data was taken from a ten-year murder in Brazil. The RF approach was used to make 97 percent accurate predictions in order to examine the effect of non-Gaussian residuals and urban metrics on murders. Unemployment and ignorance were found to be significant factors in homicide in this study. The relevance of each factor in predicting the crime was also assessed [40]. Another study employed the type, timing, and location of crime data to predict crime in certain Indian regions. It was decided to employ the KNN prediction algorithm. Robbery, gambling, accidents, violence, murder, and kidnapping crimes were predicted using this strategy. It was shown to be more successful than a previous study of a similar nature [41]. Using crime data obtained from social media networks, big data and machine-learning frameworks were created. Volunteered Geographic Information, web, and mobile crime reporting applications were used to collect the information. The NB algorithm was used to generate crime predictions from the collected data. The goal of these forecasts is to pinpoint the site of potential crimes so that they can be avoided [42].

The demographic and geographic data from past years' events were utilized to forecast terrorist attacks in India. Using artificial intelligence algorithms, this model predicted terrorist occurrences with a high degree of accuracy [43]. The data used to analyze cyber-crime was publicly available information from social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. The F-measure value, which is the degree of accuracy and precision, was used to compare the algorithms. The RF algorithm was shown to be the best fit in the circumstance, with an accuracy of 80%. Threats were identified automatically using a model that analyses cyber-crime [44]. Through the screening program, real-time crime data from the internet news was employed. The classification algorithms employed were SVM, Multinomial NB, and RF. The data was divided into two categories: criminal and non-criminal. The most essential aspect is that it now includes news analysis [45]. Machine-learning algorithms were used to classify data from cyber-crime incidents in India. The program, which was 99 percent accurate in predicting crimes, cut down on time spent on analysis and manual reporting [46]. Kaggle was utilized to obtain a universally compared intrusion detection dataset.

On the bases of the literature review, the authors observed and analyzed that cyber-attacks and crimes are vital to investigate since they inflict significant harm to persons and governments. The studies contributed significantly to the literature and, in particular, to the criminal investigation units. General crimes, cyber-crimes, and attacks are commonly employed as a dataset in these studies. The real dataset based on personal qualities is looked at to a lesser extent, and a framework for digital forensic inquiry is proposed as a result. Because of the importance of the fields investigated, the cyber-attack and perpetrator estimating approach is addressed.

III. PHASES INVOLVED IN PROPOSED FRAMEWORK AND EXPLANATION

Almost all major transactions are adopted by web applications. Their web environment is deployed by different purpose applications like we have different applications for social surfing, cloud storage, emails, online marketing, etc. With all these bundles of online applications, online frauds and online crimes are increasing swiftly [21]. Many online actions are punishable by a court of law. To justify any case or prove any complaint experts fetch data present in digital devices known as digital evidence. While the process of investigation, experts have to collect and analyze many devices and their data, which makes this process difficult. The process of investigation may vary from device to device and case to case. One process used for investigation in one case for one device may completely be different from other cases and another device. Hence it is really hard to find a compatible investigation process for digital devices. Cloud storage and online disk, where users can store their data are generation problems during the investigation. Forensic devices are getting advanced day by day, but anti-forensics development has obstructed the path of digital forensic investigation [22].

The proposed framework is about crime detection and control. The primary goal of crime detection and diminution in digital forensics (CD3F) is to help the investigator explain how specific digital evidence is discovered on a device. Despite the existence of numerous frameworks in the current literature, the CD3F methods and nomenclature have yet to be properly standardized. Attempts to standardize computer investigative process frameworks in the past appear to have not been fully successful for a variety of reasons. The authors' main reason for failing is that they used their own vocabulary instead of seeking to discover the most common language that can be accepted universally by digital forensic investigators. Fig. 1 is block representation of the proposed digital forensic guidance model (CD3F) and the detailed process flow of the same is explained further. The suggested model's first phase, "Forensic analysis," examines case reporting and determines whether a digital forensic investigation is required for the same. The "preparation" phase follows, which focuses on the initial preparation for the case by examining the required set of acts and getting a search warrant or other necessary authority. The "examination" phase follows, which focuses on searching for evidence at the crime scene or in a location where evidence might be found. The "identification" and "collection" phases were devoted to locating and gathering prospective evidence shards. The "analysis" phase focuses on reviewing and analyzing the acquired material in order to collect evidence that can aid in the "analysis" phase. The final phase is "forensic reporting," in which the investigator reports the evidence discovered throughout the investigation. The proposed digital forensic model has the following phases.

A. Forensic Request

This is the first stage of the digital forensic process when incidence is reported and higher authorities hand over the case to digital forensic experts. The forensic request phase of a
digital investigation begins when an incident is detected by either internal events such as an intrusion detection system or external events such as a crime reported to the police. The occurrence must be confirmed or denied after it has been discovered and reported. However, once the incident is confirmed, the investigators must be notified so that the first response can begin. The digital forensic investigation may be of these two kinds.

a) Public Digital Forensic Investigation: In the Public digital forensic investigation method, government body is responsible for the investigation of the registered case request. During this investigation of a criminal case, the investigator must have a sound knowledge of local city/town, state, country, and country laws related to the criminal case and all cyber-crime laws and all standard legal processes of investigation [23].

b) Private Or Corporate Digital Forensic Investigation: Whereas private investigation deals with private lawyers and companies who look after legal issues and that particular company policy violation. In such an investigation, the investigation must take care of business and should not let it suffer and the investigator should interrupt company employees to the minimal during the investigation. Investigators cannot seize the evidence, rather than seize it, they acquire memory images and allow the system to go back to work [23].

B. Preparation

The next phase is to get prepared with the tools and methods which will be used further for the process and if required, train and build the forensic expert team for the investment. It is also suggested in this phase that if a search warrant or other documents are required then try to obtain in the initial level of this model. These documents will help in the further investigation process. Basically, in this phase investigator identifies the incidence and calculates possible risk assessment. Investigators determine which software and what kind of hardware will be required for investigation. He/she will also try to define if any specific tool will be required for the investigation process to fetch information that will be further used as ‘evidence’.

C. Examination

In this phase of the investigation, the investigator will lock the crime scene’s physical environment. The digital forensic expert will try to secure all correlated logs, data, and volatile evidence like laptops, mobile phones, and hardware and he/she will also ensure that condition of electronic devices won’t get altered by any means. Investigators aim to examine and identify similar past investigations in this phase. If they find one, they study it and follow the footprint of that investigation, which can help them during the investigation from a secure physical location. Investigators also verify the extent of the damage/impact of the incident and ensure that non-digital evidence such as fingerprints are protected. Observe and document the physical scene, device positions, device locations relative to one another, and device conditions, including power status.

D. Identification & Collection

The next phase in this model explains about identification and collection of digital evidence after performing examination of evidence around the crime scene. After the collection of evidence from the crime scene, an important and necessary step is to preserve all evidence so that they can utilize it further for examination (if required) and their integrity will remain constant. Detailed information regarding the evidence will be included into the evidence gathering form during this step. If electronic evidence is being used, a deeper inquiry into the device's volatile data will be required. If volatile data is needed, execute a live acquisition of volatile data first, then verify if non-volatile data is needed, and then perform a live acquisition of non-volatile data. Make a duplicate copy of the data you just got and double-check it. This phase will involve labelling the evidence discovered, as well as packing and transporting the evidence. The evidence is then placed in a legal custody room with labels and security measurements. Maintaining and preserving the chain of custody is essential.

E. Analysis

This phase focuses on the process of examining digital evidence that has been discovered. During the analysis, the examiner assembled the evidence to gather information, and after reviewing the information, the examiner may develop certain conclusions for final reporting. During this phase, the investigator gathers unprocessed data and devices from the linked investigation and compares them to the condition of the device obtained through the related investigation. Investigator Extracts data from gathered devices using physical, logical, and dead acquisition methods.

F. Acquisition

This is a critical stage in the digital forensic investigation process. In this case, digital forensic professionals will attempt to gather all unprocessed data and devices from the investigation. After successfully collecting physical and logical data, he will make duplicate copies of all collected data so that the original data is not affected, and only the investigator will execute all operations and analyses on the copied data. During this phase, the investigator compares duplicate data to the original in terms of timestamp and reconstructs the data taken from devices. Only the investigator selects an analysis approach from a list of options, such as data hiding analysis, log analysis, timeframe analysis, application and file analysis,
and so on. Finally, reconstructs the chronology of crimes in order to provide a clear picture and discover missing links in order to locate relevant evidence.

G. Forensic Reporting

This is the final phase of the digital forensic investigation framework, and it entails reporting and drawing conclusions from all previous phases, as well as all essential material. The conclusion will be drawn and reported to the court of law. This is the final phase of the CD3F architecture; investigators prepare a detailed report that can be understood by laypeople, choose the target audience, gather evidence, and maintain the chain of custody throughout this phase. Closer documents will be provided by the investigator, along with the time and date of release, as well as to whom and by whom they were released. This evidence will be presented in a court of law to assist in the resolution of the case.

There are primarily eight steps in the proposed digital forensic guiding model that describe the investigative process. This digital forensic investigation technique entails obtaining digital data for inspection in order to use the information discovered as evidence in reopened cases. The type and format of this digital record can vary. Smartphone data, a list of all phone calls made, desktop files, recorded video and audio files, a bit of signal strength from a mobile SIM station's base station, all electronic mail chats, installed and attacked virus, and so on [24]. Once investigators have obtained these records, the most important next step is to create copies of all evidence, which will then be examined and analyzed so that the integrity of the original evidence is not compromised and no issues are raised about its integrity.

IV. THE PROPOSED DIGITAL FORENSIC GUIDANCE FRAMEWORK DETAILS

This model is influenced by previous existing models as well as some physical forensic models so that model can encounter the challenges from the electronic evidence to make them admissible in a court of law. This framework has two major contributions. First, it describes a framework that is trying to cover previous events and the state of electronic devices at the primitive and abstract level of investigation. Second, it provides detailed steps for each phase, so that it can use as a reference investigation framework. The following goals were used to define the model:

- The framework designed as per it is capable of describing past events and states so that all electronic evidence can be represented.

- The framework designed based on the theoretical foundations of digital forensic investigation so that current and future work in digital forensics science can be used.

- The framework must be general with high opinion based on the technology being investigated so that this theory could be applied to upcoming as well as existing technologies.

- The framework must be adept at events, supporting systems, and storage locations at arbitrary levels of abstraction so that complex systems can be represented.

- After obtaining a forensic request for a registered or reported case digital forensic investigation progress gets triggered. Here is the description of the phases of the proposed investigation model in brief.

A. Preparation Phase

The initial understanding of the problem, as well as the appropriate tools, are all part of the preparation phase. This step is used to get authorization and approval, as well as a search warrant and legal notification to people who have expressed concern, before developing a suitable plan. Detailed explanation is given in Fig. 2. Here's a rundown of the steps involved in the planning phase.

1) Identify or detect incidence and possible risk assessment of the reported case.

2) Actuate Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) divide preliminary assignment and maintain legal activity coordinated plan before arriving at the crime scene.

3) If required obtain a search warrant and permission from concerned authorities.

4) Formulate paperwork according to the requirement of the case and gather all needed requirements and identify requirements.

5) Develop an onsite plan which includes policies and individual responsibilities.

6) Select approach and strategy for collection, preservation, examination, and analysis of evidence.

7) Have any information about the suspected operation system.

8) Determine the kind of software and hardware for investigation. Specific tool, accumulate evidence collection, and packaging equipment and materials.

9) If more information does not require further processing. Then move to the next step of digital forensic investigation.

B. Examination Phase

The second phase focuses on protecting the crime scene from illegal entry and preventing contamination of the evidence. An early investigation by the investigators to assess the crime scene, identify potential sources of evidence, and devise a search strategy. This phase entails photography, sketching, and crime-scene mapping, as well as the adequate recording of both physical and digital crime scenes. Detailed explanation is given in Fig. 3. The brief of the examination phase is as follows -

1) The most first step is to secure the crime scene’s physical environment & secure all correlated logs, data, and volatile evidence. Laptops, hardware, and secure narrative description. Don’t alter the condition of electronic devices.
Fig. 2. Dataflow Diagram for Preparation Phase Digital Forensic Investigation Model.
2) Try to analyze and find similar previous investigations; if find one then study similar investigation & follow the footprint of that investigation that can help during the investigation from the secure physical environment in step 1.

3) Place labels over all the drive slots and power connections and take preliminary photographs of the crime scene.

4) Select narration technique (written, audio or video) to delineate the search area and detect unauthorized activity and report it.

5) Validate the damage/ impact of incidence and ensure the protection of non-digital evidence like fingerprints.

6) Evaluate whether any movement appears in evidence, determine devices on the network and make a complete evolution sheet.

7) Observe & document the physical scene, the position of devices, the location of devices relative to each other, and the condition of devices including power status.

8) Take written notes on what appears on the screen, take snapshots of the screen, and the active program should be videotaped.

9) Take photographs before and after examination of evidence. Label properly each evidence.

10) Maintain and seize evidence log that includes a brief description and photographic log. Prepare a chain of evidence.

C. Start Identification & Collection Phase

In the identification phase investigator needs to disable all other possible communication methods for the devices. Some communication technologies, such as WiFi or Bluetooth, may be enabled even if the device appears to be turned off. This may result in the overwriting of existing data, so such scenarios should be avoided. In evidence, both volatile and non-volatile evidence could be present. To preserve its integrity, the required precautions must be performed. Detailed explanation is given in Fig. 4. A brief of the identification and collection is given below-

1) Firstly, check whether evidence to be collected are physical or electronic?

2) If evidence is physical then apply the tag on an identified object as evidence like removable media, cables, publications, and all computers. Or if the evidence is electronic then check whether the device is running or not.

3) Fill evidence collection form with detailed information about the evidence.

4) If electronic evidence is running, then checking for volatile data of the device will require further investigation.

5) If volatile data is required, then perform live acquisition of volatile data then check non-volatile data is required then perform live acquisition of non-volatile data.

6) Check whether found device data is stable. If yes, then remove the power source whether battery or main switch. If no, then perform a normal system shutdown.

7) Decide the most appropriate way to acquire data and then acquire data from the device.

8) Make a duplicate copy of the acquired data and verify.

9) Check whether all required data has been acquired. If yes, then seize found device.

10) Record and return the connection of the device. Label the evidence found then pack and transport the evidence.

11) Store the evidence in a legal custody room with labels and security measurements. Maintain and preserve the chain of custody.

D. Analysis and Acquisition

Examining the content of the acquired evidence and extracting information for presentation in court is what a forensics specialist does. This consists of both volatile and non-volatile data. The acquisition is more of a technical evaluation undertaken by the investigation team based on the findings of the digital evidence inspection and the reconstruction of event data. Detailed explanation is given in Fig. 5. The brief of this phase is given below-

1) Collect unprocessed data and devices from the related investigation.

2) Identify operating systems used in incidence & choose data extraction techniques for examination & analysis of evidence.

3) Check documents obtained by related investigation of the condition of the device.

4) Perform physical, logical extraction, and dead acquisition on data from collected devices.

5) Make duplicate copies of all acquired data from electronic devices.

6) Authenticate duplicate data with the original one in their timestamp.

7) Reconstruct the extracted data from devices.

8) Choose the analysis technique - Data hiding analysis, log analysis, Timeframe analysis, Application & file analysis, etc.

9) Reconstruct the sequence of crimes to produce a clear picture & try identifying missing links.

10) Compare acquired evidence with proven facts and with physical forensic results.

11) Documentation & Preserve chain of custody in storage.

12) Store evidence in a secure custody room.
Fig. 3. Dataflow Diagram for Examination Phase of Digital Forensic Investigation Model.
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E. Reporting & Presentation

A report containing a full overview of the various procedures done during the investigation of evidence and System (Organization of potential evidence) and the conclusion reached is presented to the proper authorities [48]. This model was a basic workflow without any validation and verification. The model was designed to help individual investigators in organizing, but this was a very complex puzzled workflow. Presentation phase: When a crime is committed, it is presented to a court of law, and when an event occurs, it is presented in court. At the conclusion of the investigation, an evaluation is conducted, and the results are utilized to update or repair any shortcomings discovered during the inquiry. Detailed explanation is given in Fig. 5. A brief of this phase is given below:

1) Write a comprehensive report which can be understood by the layman as well.
2) Determine the target audience and put together evidence and preserve the chain of custody.
3) Present evidence according to rules of the law enforcement.
4) Preserve evidence for further requirements.
5) Handover closer Documents, with time & date of release, to whom & by whom released.
V. DISCUSSION

Dimpe and Kogeda [47] examined the earlier proposed models and found the integrity of evidence can be preserved by documentation of each action performed during the investigation. To serve this purpose they proposed a generic investigation framework. This framework is focused on the integrity of evidence, while collecting evidence in the collection phase this phase will be divided into sub-phases – acquisition, transport, and storage. The author claimed that they explained requirements during the digital forensic investigation to make investigation work easy and explained standards. But setting investigation standards cannot solve all problems and challenges faced by investigation officers. Dimpe and Kogeda analyze the need for documentation for the integrity of evidence, but their main focus was on standardizing phases of investigation and developing skills for...
the investigator. But even we have national and international courses and training systems for professionals. If thorough documentation only the investigator can save the integrity of evidence, then we will not be facing any of such problems yet. Hence, we proposed standards and an easy framework by analyzing the earlier proposed one that accommodates everything which could be considered and followed in the investigation process.

Bulbul, Yavuzcan, and Ozel suggested a model named “Digital forensics: An Analytical Crime Scene Procedure Model (ACSPM)” which focused on procedures of crime scenes [48]. This multi-stage model tries to offer a series of evidence collection procedures and multiple tasks for the crime scene to support the investigation process. This proposed model is having some new suggested tasks like Crime scene examination, Evidence search, Potential evidence acquisition, System assurance and management. This model was incapable to focus on all electronic devices and all electronic pieces of evidence which needed to be collected during the investigation.

Ohaeri and Esiefarienhe proposed a digital forensic model for network security management and information system. In this model digital forensic investigation stages were implemented as a security mechanism. The basic thought behind this model was to provide a detailed knowledge of the digital forensic technology practices in institutions, organizations, or companies [49]. The model is claimed to ensure uniqueness and effectiveness while succeeding to provide adequate, reliable, and effective security. But this model is not successfully achieving its goal of real-time dealing with the investigation. It is just like a traditional search method for investigation. According to the author, data integrity is justified while keeping the laws and rules of digital evidence but the model seems to fail in proper documentation of evidence. This can be raised finger on the integrity of evidence.

Graeme Horsman proposed DERDS framework to support the digital forensic investigation. This model serves with logical decisions and the investigator those are experienced but lack confidence. This guidance model is a process flow for making the right judgment with the help of found digital evidence. The DERDS framework delivers three corridors-inferences, assumptions, or conclusions, for an investigator to test and search for the consistency of digital investigative [50]. But this model capacity is depending on the ability of the investigator or researcher. DERDS framework always needs a doorkeeper for proceeding further in the investigation and for key decisions during the investigation process.

Author suggested a digital forensic investigation framework in our proposal, hoping to provide an optimistic method to researching cyber-attacks. This structure is mostly made up of four-fold. First, it aids in the digital forensic investigation model's preparation phase. Second, is the digital forensic inquiry model's examination step. The digital forensic investigation model's third phase, is collection. The fourth phase of the digital forensic investigation process is the examination, acquisition, reporting, and presentation. We proposed a simple and standard methodology that includes accurate documentation at each stage and attempts to cover all parts of the investigation.

VI. CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework is based on a holistic approach which is able to focus and combine all aspects of digital forensic investigation. The processes provided in the proposed framework is vital in investigation and provide more advantages. The proposed framework tries to cover all aspects of the investigation process and all predefined framework processes which show that this framework is enough comprehensive to cover whole aspects of the investigation. One of the important benefits of the proposed framework is fetching out potential evidence forensically to improve admissibility in a court of law. Table I is showing a comparison of the CD3F framework with some pre-existing frameworks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Loophole</th>
<th>Comparison from the proposed framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1] Systematic Digital forensic Investigation Model [29]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Model work for dynamic evidence &amp; reconstruct events.</td>
<td>The process is similar to old process like only the terms used are different.</td>
<td>Proposed framework provide a less complex investigation path way to the investigator as well as compatible with the advance technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5] Digital Evidence Reporting and Decision Support (DERDS) framework[27]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Guidance model for the investigator, when to report findings to minimize unsafe disclosure of evidence</td>
<td>Not 100% error-free &amp; may not agree to report all evidence so that evidence may get lost.</td>
<td>Clearly report all evidence so that it requires reinvestigation, evidence recall is unbiased.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VII. SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY

The framework highlighted certain phase commonalities that may be regrouped to make the framework more logical. For example, Survey and Recognition could be part of Preparation, Documenting the Crime Scene could be part of Securing the Crime Scene, and Communication Shielding could be part of Securing the Crime Scene because these two independent phases in this model are actually part of Securing the Crime Scene. It's also possible to mix examination with analysis. These phrases were employed as different activities in the model, although their definitions are not just comparable, they also complement one another, which can lead to confusion if they are separated. The following are some advantages of the proposed framework.

- In the proposed framework, a standardized process is used. This makes higher chances of extracting the potential evidence during the investigation.
- The proposed framework is based on a holistic approach and the framework is also able to incorporate the existing frameworks, and thereby this framework could be used as a harmonized model during IoT environment investigation.
- Throughout the whole process of the proposed framework integrity of collected potential evidence is preserved.
- The proposed framework provides a less complex investigation pathway to the investigator as well as is compatible with advanced technology.
- From a reinvestigation point of view, all useful information and all extracted evidence are preserved digitally.

In the proposed framework, all processes can be executed continuously and also insuring the evidence admissibility in a court of law. The authors have involved the concurrent processes in the proposed framework as per guided in ISO/IEC 27043: 2015 standards. A comparison with existing models by laboratory's typical examination and analysis might also be covered by the CD3F in the upcoming work, which would help to ensure the work in more controlled environment.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The author provided a framework for digital forensics in this study. As technology advances, so does the number of incidents of cybercrime. Over previous models, the suggested framework's level of comprehensive processes for each phase independently offers unique benefits. This is a framework that consists of steps that the investigator must follow during the investigation. It is a generic/universal framework that is not dependent on technology or limited to a set of tools. As a result, it will not be constrained by current technologies. The suggested framework is technology-neutral; it may be used in a variety of research platforms and scenarios. This framework could also be utilized in a variety of digital forensics cases. This study will help the different stake holders to detect the crime at a very early stage (as explained in the examination phase, step 2) by following the old recorder investigation footprint. This detection at an early stage can reduce the detection time of the crime and hence can reduce the further process time in the digital forensics investigation.

Since CD3F only includes activities for on-site plane and lab work, the study described in this paper is clearly lacking. In order to maximize the process of its continued development, the proposed CD3F would need to be applied to a number of case studies with a methodical approach. It is acknowledged that the work still has some limitations in terms of future work. Despite the fact that the CD3F has previously been reviewed by a few knowledgeable experts in the area. As a result, as part of a bigger study, future work should involve a more thorough investigation by digital forensic investigators. The forensic laboratory's typical examination and analysis might also be covered by the CD3F in the upcoming work, which would help to ensure the work in more controlled environment.
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